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ON DOUNDEDLY COMPLETE TRANSFINITE BASES 
IN BANACH SPACES 

P.K. JAIN AND S.K. KAUSHIK 

1. Introduction 
Initially, Bessaga [1] defined the concept of monotone transfinite basis which, in fact 

he called 'monotone basis of type v'. Subsequently, Bessaga [2] replaced the condition 
of monotonicity by a weaker condition of uniform boundedness and introduced the term 
'projection basis of type_ v'. However, the definition of the transfinite basis, we use in the 
present note is due to Dorembus [5] who, in fact, worked directly with transfinite bases 
of subspaces. 

In the present note we consider two properties, (I) and (II), in Banach spaces having 
transfinite bases and observe that they are equivalent. \Ve also prove that if a transfinite 
basis satisfies (II) ( or (I)), then the transfinite basis is boundedly complete in the sense 
of Bessaga [3] and an example has been exhibited to show that the converse need not be 
true. This paper may be regarded in a sequel to [6]. 

2. Preliminaries and lemmas 

Throughout E will denote a Banach space over the scalar field K(R or C), v an 
infinite ordinal and [x>.]>.<11 the closed linear span of {x>.}>.<11. 

For the terms like transfinite biorthogonal system, associated transfinite sequence 
of coefficient functionals (a.t.s.c.f), convergence of a transfinite series, transfinite basis, 
boundedly complete transfinite basis, sequence of partial sum operators { 5>. h<,, and 
uniformly convex Banach space, one may refer to [7]. 

Lemma [6]. Let {x>.}>.<11 be a transfinite sequence of non-zero elements in E such 
that [x>.]>.<11 = E. Then { X>.}>.<11 is a transfinite basis in E if and only if there exists a 
constant M ~ 1 such that 

for all ordinals A, µ with A =:; µ < v and arbitrary scalars a1, a2, ... , aµ in K such that 
Lx<µ axxx converges. 
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The infimum of M, denoted by V{xA} A<v, is called the norm of the transfinite basis 
{x>.}>.<11. In case, V{xAh<v = 1, the transfinite basis {x>.}>..<11 is called_monotone. 

3. Main results 

Let {x>.}>.<11 be a transfinite basis in E. Then : 
(a) {x>.h<11 is said to satisfy property (I) if for each c > 0, there exists a number 'Ye> 0 
(independent of { a>.h<11 andµ) such that 

II L axxxll = 1, II L O-xxxll ~ c =} II L axxxll ~ 1 + 'Ye, 
x$µ µ+l$x<11 x<11 

where { O->.} >.<11 is any transfinite sequence in K. 
(b) {x>.h<11is said to satisfy property (II) if for each c > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 (inde 
pendent of { a>.} >.<11 and µ) such that 

where { et>.} >.<11 is any transfinite sequence in K such that Lx<v axxx converges. 
These two properties are equivalent. 

Justification. 
(I)=} (II). Suppose that the transfinite basis {x>.}>.<11 satisfies property (I) but not 

property (II). Then, there exists an c > 0 such that for every 6 > 0, there is a transfinite 
sequence of scalars { a>.}>.<11 C K with L>.<11 et>.X>. convergent and an ordinalµ < 11 such 
that 

Let 'Ye > 0 be any arbitrary number. Put 6 = ,c(l + "Yc)-1 and 
f3x = ax(II Lx<µ axxxll)-1, (x < 11). Then 

and 

x$µ 
> c/V{x.d >.<v = c > 0, 

where V{x>.}>.<v is the norm of the transfinite basis {x>.}>..<11. But 

II L .Bxxxll < 1 + 'Ye· 
x<11 
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Thus {x.xh<v does not satisfy property (I). 
(II)=> (I). Let {x.xh<v satisfy property (II) but not property (I). Then, there exists 

a c > 0 such that for every 'Ye > 0, there is a transfinite sequence of scalars { a.xh<v C K 
and an ordinal µ < v such that 

II L axxxll = 1, II L axxxll ~ c but II L axxxll < 1 + 'Ye· 
x$µ. µ.+1$x<v x<v 

We now show that there is an c > 0 such that for no 8 > 0, the relation in property (II) 
is satisfied. Let O < T/ < 1, be arbitrary but fixed. Let 8 > 0 be arbitrary such that 8 :::; 77. 
Put 'Ye= 8(1- 8)-1 and /3x = ax(II Lx<v nxxxll)-1. 

Then 
11 L f3x xx 11 > 1 - 8 
x$µ. 

and 1 

But 

> c(l - 8) 
~ c(l - TJ). 

Taking c = c(l - TJ) our assertion is established. 
Theorem 1. If {x>-h<v is a monotone transfinite basis in a uniformly convex 

Banach space E, then {x.d>.<v satisfies property {II) (and hence property {I)). 

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that {x>.h<v does not satisfy property (II). Then, 
there exists an c > 0 such that for every 8 > 0 one can find { ai'5) h<v C K with 
L.>..<v a\6)x.>.. converging in E, and an ordinal number µ(8) < v such that 

II L a~6)xxll > 1 - 8, 
x$µ(6) 

II L a~5) xxll = 1 
x<v 

and 
II 
µ(6)+t$x<11 

Then, in view of monotonicity of {x.>..h<v, we have 

1 - 8 < II L a~5)xxll :::; II L a~/)xxll = 1. 
x$µ(6) x<v 

Since E is uniformly convex, there is a 80 = 80(c), 0 < 80 < 1, such that whenever 
llxll :::; 1, IIYII :::; 1 and llx - YII > c, we have II xty II :::; 1 - 80. Writing 

xo - '°"' a(bo)x - L.._, X X 
x$µ(6o) 

and Yo = L a~6o)xx, 
x<v 
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we have ]lxoll =:; 1, llvoll = 1 and llxo - Yoll > £. Hence 
1 - Do =:; 1(0 ; Yo II 

II L C\'~.So)xx + ~ L L a~.So)xxll 
x$µ(.So) µ(.So)+1$x<v 

> II L a~.So)xxll > 1 - Do. 
x$µ(.So) 

This is absurd. 

Theorem 2. If {x>.h<v C E is a transfinite basis satisfying property (!), then 
{x>.h<v is a boundedly complete transfinite basis. 

Proof. Let >.1 < >.2 < ... < >. =:; v be such that limj ..... 00 Aj = >. and {Yn} C E be 
any (countable) bounded sequence such that 

(n = 1,2, ,j;j EN). 

To complete the proof, it is enough to establish that limn 00 Yn = x( E E) exists. Choose 
a sequence { nk} of positive integers such that 

If B = 0, then limn-+oo Yn = 0( E E) exists. If B f. 0, we shall show that {Ynk} is a 
cauchy sequence. Suppose on the contrary that {Ynk} is not a cauchy sequence, then 
there exists a 6 > 0 and subsequences {ynk)• {Ynp) of {Ynk} with nk; > np;, (j EN) 
such that 

(j EN). 

Since 
Ynk- - Ynp- D 

II IIYnp; II 
1 

II ~ A = C > O, 

where A= supn IIYnll < oo, it follows, in view of Property (I),that 

_lim IIYnk. II ~ _lim IIYn .11(1 + 1c)- 
1-oo 1 J-+00 P1 

This gives B ~ B(l + ,c), which is impossible since Bf. 0. 

Hence, {Ynk} is a cauchy sequence in E. Let limk ..... oo Ynk = x, where x E E. Then 

x = lim Ynk 
k-+oo 

lim 5>.nk (Yi) 
k-+oo 

S>.(Yi) 
Jim 5>.n(Yi), 
n-+oo 

lim Yn· 
n-+oo 

(j EN) 
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This completes the proof. 

Corollary. If { X>.h<11 is a monotone transfinite basis of a uniformly convex Banach 
Space E, then {x>.}>.<11 is boundedly complete transfinite basis of E. 

The converse of the Theorem 2 is not true. 
Example. Let 

E = 11[11], [11] = [l,11) 
{{ax} x < 11 C I< I card { A : a>. f- 0} ::; No} 

where II{ a>.h<11il = Lx<11 I ax I< oo. Let { e>.h<11 be the natural transfinite basis of 
11[11]. Define a transfinite sequence {x>.h<11 in Eby X1 = t(e1 + e2), x2 = f(-e1 + e2) 
and X>. = e>, for 2 < A < 11. Then, {x>.h<11 is a transfinite basis for 11[11], since 
for any x = {a>.}>.<11 E /1 [11], there is a unique transfinite sequence {.B>.}>.<11 given by 
.81 = 01 + 0-2, .82 = -a1 + a2 and .8>. = et>. for 2 < A < 11, satisfying 

X = L .8>.X>.. 
>.<11 

Furthermore, {x>.}>.<11 is boundedly complete. Indeed, if A1 < A2 < ... < A ::; 11 such 
that limj-,oo Aj = A and {Yn} C E is any (countable) bounded sequence satisfying 

S>.n(Yj) = Yn, (n=l,2, ... ,j; jEN), 

then 
L aV)xx = S>.JYi) = Yn 
x<>.n 

La(n)x (n = 1,2, ... ,j; j EN) X x, 
x<11 

where 
y· - L c/i)x (j EN). J - X x, 

x<11 
This gives 

{ c,(j). X < An X ' a(n) - 
X - 

O· X ~ An. ' Thus 
j 

Yi= L I: a(n)x (j EN; Ao= 1). X x, 
n=I An-1$x<>.n 

Put ax= a~n)(An-1 :=:; X < An; n EN, Ao = 1). Then 
j 

Yj = L (j EN) 
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Hence 
00 

lim Yi 
j-oo I: I: 

n=l .>..n-1$x<.>..,, 

On the other hand {x.>..h<v does not satisfy property (I) since, for /31 = /32 
/3.>.. = 0, >.. < v, >.. i= 1, 2; we have llx1II = 1 and llx2 + LJ$x<v O · xxll = 1. But 

llx1 + (x2 + L O · xx)II = lle2II = 1. 
3$x<v 

1 and 

Finally the authors express their sincere thanks to the referee for his critical obser 
vations and suggestions towards the improvement of the paper. 
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